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Task Area 1 from the LoI 

Task area 1 ”Developing workflows and tools for data management” 

This task area defines and develops data handling standards and data processing workflows which are as generic and interoperableas 

possible while respecting theFAIRdata principles. In this context, data can be either raw experimental data or data thatcomprise all 

information on the experimental apparatus or codes in theoretical calculations/simulations that were used togenerate data. High-level 

services necessary to implement the data processing workflows will be selected and (further) developed.This includes existing data 

management software like dCache, XRootD, Dynafed, RUCIO, or IRODS, as well as transfer serviceslike FTS3. Workflows will be 

based on the services of the task area ”FAIRdata management infrastructures and open data”,which will build the foundation of the 

distributed computing and data management environment. There is an increasing demand for the ability to utilize a spectrum of 

resources including HPCs and cloud systems. In addition, upcoming workflow tools need to support specialised hardware architectures 

like GPUs and FPGAs. In particular, the following items will be pursued: workflows and middleware of specific and generic data access 

methods including authentification and authorisation, datasecurity and access rights; workflows and middleware to generate 

standardised (cross-disciplinary) meta-data; user-transparent inclusion of heterogenous, opportunistic and long-term IT resources into 

data processing workflows; workflows and middleware to support the definition of application-specific machine learning architectures. It 

is important to us that this work is carried out in accordance with the international activities and collaborations in the research field. 

Furthermore, services, standards and solutions developed in this task area also need to fit into global structures such as the European 

Open Science Cloud (EOSC).  
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Task Area 1 from the LoI: summarized 

Define and develop data handling and data processing workflows. 

As genereic and interoperable as possible. 

Take FAIR principles into account. 
 

Workflows implementations based on  

selected existing data management services (dCache, xrootd, RUCIO, IRODS, FTS3) 

services of TA2 ”FAIRdata management infrastructures and open data” 
 

Provide techniques to make use of various types of resources and special hardware: 

HPC, cloud / GPUs, FPGAs, application-specific machine learning architectures, … 
 

Use results of international R&D in this research field and make sure that everythings fits 

into developing distributed infrastructures (e.g. EOSC). 
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Task Area 1 proposed topics / contributions in short 

(from questionnaire) 

RWTH Aachen  

Inter- and long-term operability 

 

Bonn 

Exploiting heterogeneous resources in a transparent operation with focus on lattice and HPC 

 

DESY 

Development of automated data movement depending on forseen data usage, access pattern or durability to appropriate 

media 

AAI: implement AARC recommendations for their stoarage solutions 

Integration of endpoints to modern and autoscaling infrastructures in experiment frameworks 

 

Erlangen 

Creating standardised metadata and ccordinating this process with intern. astroparticle physics 

 

Göttingen 

Exploitation and integration of heterogeneous resources and cloud resources 
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Task Area 1 proposed topics / contributions in short 

(from questionnaire) 

GSI  

Developing data management workflows and tools 

 

FZ Jülich 

Software development (middleware, user tools) for the management of LQCD data, ensuring reproducibility (data lineage) and 

ease of storage and access, management  of the local LQCD data repository. 

KIT 

Work on analysis workflows and utilization of HPC and cloud resources 

Work on data access methods in distributed environments including opportunistic resources 

 

Mainz 

Development focusing on co-existence between different data management software like dCache, XRootD, iRODS, … 

and opportunistic scheduling. 

 

Münster 

Connection to EOSC project CS3MESH4EOSC, utilization of invenio RDM techology. 
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Task Area 1 proposed topics / contributions in short 

(from questionnaire) 

Regensburg 

Develop and implement workflows for long-term archiving of research data. 

 

Wuppertal 

Development of monitoring for containerized jobs including standardized interfaces. Development should be based on existing 

monitoring tools for containers. The goal is a (itself containerized) software suite, which allows to validate the successful 

execution of containers as well as error detection when running previously archived containers.  

Tutorials for data management and container utilization (is actually Cross Cutting C). 

Development of data management software for storage, sharing & archival (reproducibility) of primary and secondary  

LQCD data. 
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